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WAR POWERS PANEL
by Tamara Maddox '
Students and faculty pervasIve statements to Ule
members gathered on January contrary by almost every
24th at 2:30 p.m. to attend a president attaining office since
presentation on the War Powers its passage. In support of his
Resolution of 1973. Featuring position, Spong mentioned that
fonner
law
school
dean the "[Supreme] Court hasn ' t
William Spong as well as ruled that [it's unconstitutional],
current Constitutional
Law except maybe a teeny-weeny
professors Neal Devins, Rodney bit." Spong also admitted that
Smolla and Michael Gearhardt, judicial timidity has encouraged
the
panel
discussed
the courts to avoid the issue.
relevance of the War Powers
Although the passage
Resolution in light of current of the War Powers Resolution
events in the Persian Gulf. would seem to shift the balance
They
invited
audience of power in favor of Congress
participation in the form of in
the
area
of foreign
questions and answers .
hostilities, Spong stated in no
War
Powers uncertain
The
terms
that
the
Resolution, intended to give "Resolution has failed." During
Congress more input into most of the foreign crises of
executive decisions to deploy the past decade, presidents
U.S. troops prior to an actual seem to have ignored the
declaration of war, requires the Resolution entirely. "Until very
President to "consult with recently, it had gone the way
Congress before introducing of the dodo bird," said Spong.
U.S.
Armed
Forces
into "It wasn't like trying to live in
hostilities or into situations a room with a dead horse .. .it
where imminent involvement in just wasn't there!"
hostilities is clearly indicated
However, in dealing
by circumstances," and to with the current situation in the
continue such consultation until Persian Gulf, Bush seemed
the
end
of
any
such anxious
for
Congressional
involvement.
Although the approval. Providing a rationale
Vietnam War may have been a for the distinction, Professor
key factor in the passing of the Smolla compared Iraq to
War Powers Resolution, the Vietnam. "[The situations in
primary purpose was to "create Panama, Grenada and Libya]
an instrumentality within which were all easy things for
Congress and the President Presidents to get away with.
could each enact their own That's not true here or in
responsibilities," as represented Vietnam." Smolla also noted
by Spong.
Perhaps only that "[t]he rest of the world is
increasingly
partially in jest, Spong asserted becoming
that a secondary purpose of the dissatisfied with war as an
Resolution was to "take care of instrument of public policy.
The United States and the
Nixon."
According to Spong,- Third World, and maybe the
passes U.S.S.R, seem to be alone in
Resolution
the
constitutional muster, despite [using war in this manner]."

Despite
President
Bush's attempts to involve
Congress in the decisionmaking process, he has not
acknowledged the War Powers
Resolution as binding, or even
as constitutional. In response
to one student's question as to
how Bush evades "the supposed
'unconstitutionality' of the War
Powers
Resolution
while
[continuing] to submit the
reports required" under the Act,
Professor Gearhardt quipped:
"I don't think he calls them
'reports. '"
Although the panel
members
showed
some
disagreement as to whether
President Bush's response to
the
current Persian
Gulf
situation has shifted the balance
of powers, all of the speakers
appeared to concur with one of
Professor
Smolla's
closing
"I
think
it's
remarks:
extremely important that Bush
did in fact submit this to Congress, whatever his political
reasons for doing so."

For the results
oft h e
Advocate ' s
survey on the
law
school's
reactions to the
war ill the
Persian Gulf see page 6

BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO PRINT

''It'I)(l~!II1'' Burks

Panel (l. to r.): Prof. Michael Gerhardt, Former Dean William
Spong, Prof. Rod Smolla and Prof. Neal Devins.

GERHARDT AND ALCES
JOIN M-W FACULTY
by Dave Edwards
The advent of the Fall,
1991 semester will bring with
it two new pennanent and two
visiting professors, if plans
proceed as expected.
Peter
Alces and Michael Gerhardt,
who currently are VISitIng
professors, have both received
offers to join the law school
faculty on a permanent basis.
Alces will fill the position of
commercial law scholar, which
has been vacant since Ingrid
Hlllenger departed in 1988, and
Gerhardt will join as a
constitutional law scholar. The
two vlsttors will be Paul
Marcus, of criminal law fame,
and Stephen Wermiel, Supreme
Court correspondent for The
Wall Street Journal.
According to Professor
Lynda Butler, who chairs the
FacuIty
Appointment
Committee, the offers to
Gerhardt and Alces are the
result of a two-to-three year
_search for both an outstanding
commercial law expert and an
excellent "generalist" to fill
existing spaces in the ranks of
the Marshall-Wythe faculty.
The
Marcus
appointment, on the other hand,
"just happened, almost by
accident."
Marcus, whom
many second and third years
will recognize as co-author of
their criminal law text, is the
fonner dean of the University
of Arizona law school, which
he is leaving at the end of this
year. Not surprisingly, his area
of expertise is criminal law and

Graduation
Countdown

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY THE INSTRUCTIONS ENTITLED
'USING THE VENDAMAT CARD FOR LASER PRINTING"

procedure, on which topic he
has written several texts and
numerous
publications .
According to Butler, he is
reputed to be well-liked by
students and an excellent
teacher.
The acquisition of
Stephen Wentli~1 as next year's
Lee Professor is a prOduct of
the efforts of Professor Rodney
Smolla.
Butler believes
Wermiel will prove to be a
"different
and - interesting
appointment" who "should be
able to offer a unique insight
into the Supreme Court" Not
only is Wermiel the Wall Street
Journal's
Supreme
Court
correspondent, he is also
writing the only authorized
biography of Supreme Court
Justice William Brennan, one
of his current projects.
According to Butler,
this has been an unusual hiring
year thanks to the budget
crunch. In addition to the four
chosen, the faculty had hoped
to hire two "entry level" (i.e.,
first teaching job) applicants
who
received
favorable
reactions in interviews with
faculty and students, but they
were Wlable to do so because
of budgetary constraints. The
current hiring plans are still
subject to approval by the
College and Board of Visitors.
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Students now see a new message when they want to use laser printers in the library.

108 and counting!!

Opinions
Oratory
Occurrences
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

INTER ALIA
Pan Am and TW A have .instituted a polity prohibiting ArabAmericans of Iraqi, Syrian and Jordanian' descent from travelling
on domestic and international' nights.
Chris Farris is subjected to anonymous graffiti on the bathroom
wall because of his sexual preference.
Discrimination is the cause of these occurrences. Intolerance is
not limited to Marshall-Wythe, Virginia,or the United States.
Unfortunately, it is very much in evidence' at the law school.
Students won't let each other express unpopular views in class
without hissing, ridiculing, or just not listening: It may seem trite
to say that we should strive for and learn from diversity; at the
very least, leave others to live their own life: As long as we
remain ignorant, however, it needs to be said.
Julius Chambers of the N.A.A.C.P. is speaking on the Bill of
Rights this Friday at 2:30 p.m. in room 124. . Stop by.
Everybody's civil liberties deserve to be protected --they could
be yours.

------'

WORDS ON TOLERANCE

. I had the distinct honor
and pleasure of , seeing . my
name on the bathroom wall the
other night:
Top ten cocksuckers at M-W:
1. Chris Farris
.1 wonder if whoever
Wrote this has stopped for even
a minute to try to understand
· how this affects another human
being. I have been forced to
deal . with ignorance and
, prejudice because of one aspect
of my being that is not only
beyond my control but , more
. importantly, hurts no one. I
have listened to people snicker
as I walk by, say things under

BARRISTERS' BALL

"---

their breath, and refuse to
acknowledge my presence. I
have constantly heard from
friends of things said behind
my
back
by the
same
"enlightened" people who smile
at me in the halls and feign
open-mindedness. For the past
year, I have seen my name in
print associated with lies,
exaggerations,
outdated
stereotypes, and rumors. Every
day I have to walk into this
school and face people knowing
that some hate me, some are
disgusted by me, and some see
me
as
nothing
but
a
"cocks uckeL "
You may somehow
feel justified in calling me a '
cocksucker, but one thing you
cannot call me is weak. I have
had the courage to admit who
I am and stand up to
ignorance, adversity, hatred, and
abuse from literally hundreds of

people for the past five and a
half years at William and
Mary. I find it interesting that
whoever wrote this cannot tell
me to my face of their
disapproval of my "wicked"
ways. Test your strength and
confront me; give me a chance
to respond (without resorting to
a bathroom wall); listen -really listen -- to what I have
to say. Until you find the
strength to do these simple
things, you are cowardly as
well as ignorant
A word of waming:
any fool knows that it is
impossible that I am the only
gay person in this school.
When other gays see graffiti
like this, they too are hurt.
Imagine how ·it must feel for
someone to have to hide a
basic part of themselves from
people they care about because
they clearly see how they will
be treated if they are honest
about who they are. Negative
comments and graffiti may be
' hurting your best friend, your
brother or sister, or, in the
future, one of your children.

Chris Farris (2L)
In case ,' you hav~n 't 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - heard ,al,ready, Barristers' Ball ' included in the ticket price.
have not yet attended a
will be . held on,' Saturday. "
. The . interestingly Barristers' Ball . may have
February 16 in the ' Virginia named . Baby Huey and the questions
regarding
such
Room at the Williamsburg Babysitters from Richmond will matters as dates or attire. This
,.L~g,e.. l,..iz Ne~bil,l aI}Q.. I are provide the evening's musical is a fonnal ball, but, as the
the SBA social chairs in ctWge entertainment. ' Baby Huey and , invitations say, black tie is
of planning this event and 'w e Co. are a Rhythm and' Blues, optional. We would ask that
I\1arshall-Wythe School of Law
thought that it might be a good Soul/Motown Band in the you not attend the Ball in your
idea to · let you know exactly tradition of bands and vocal favorite pair of sweatpants, but
A student-edited newspaper, founded in ~9'69 as SUccessor to, the
Amicus Curiae, serving the students, _faCulty and staff of the'
what this year's Ball will :be groups such as Otis Redding, it is not necessary to buy a
Marshall-Wythe School of Law.
~ , like.
'
James Brown, Aretha Franklin, dress or rent a tux in order to
, ,
. .
This is the Twen):y- The Four Tops, The Supremes, enjoy the evening. It is also
EDITRIX-IN-CHIEF
STEFFANIE N. ' GARRETI'
Fifth Barristers' Ball, so .the The Temptations and Sam & not necessary to go with a
Ma naging Editor
. Caryl M: :Lazzaro
SBA decided to make this Dave.
The band perfonns date.
We are not going to
N ews and Features Editor
Tamara A Maddox
Ball
considerably regularly
at
nightclubs, check at the door to see if
Sports Editor
. Jan A. Brown · year's
(as
well
as concerts, festivals and parties you're with someone, and we
Photography Editor
S tephanie E. B urks · different
considerably better) than the allover the East Coast and encourage everyone to go to
events held in previous years. features three lead singers and Barristers' , whether or not there
To begin with, the Ball will be a four piece hom section. is a particular person with
Copy Editor
Heather A Benjamin
held at the Williamsburg Baby Huey has also promised whom you want to spend the
Asst. Copy Editor
Mary Ellen West
Lodge, rather than Trinkle Hall to play some big band/swing whole evening.
which some of us have always numbers early in the evening
Tickets will go on sale
Columnists
Peter Kay
felt was more conducive to a for the ballroom dancing February 11.
The cost is
Mike Flannery, Wendy Watson
high school dance than a aficionados among us.
$22.00 per person in advance
Joe Quig ley
fonnal evening. The Virginia
The Ball will begin at and $25.00 at the door. We
Room is the main ballroom at nine in the evening and last encourage you to purchase your
Reporters
Jan Brown, Mychal Schulz
the Lodge and features a large until at least one in the tickets early so that we can
Dave Edwards, Tamara Maddox
dance floor as well as plenty .of morning, possibly later. This better plan the evening. A
Heather Sue Ramsey, Katie Finley
.
Jeff Crabill
seating. In addition, we have means that there will be no number
of
people
have
also reserved a large party obnoxious undergrads coming commented on what they feel
room adjacent to the ballroom
in at midnight to tell you that is a rather high ticket price.
in order to have extra space the bar is closed. We would Hopefully this article has madeContributing Writers
Nick Murphy
and to provide an area where remind you, how<;ver, that clear exactly what the ticket
Eric Branscom
the band will not be so loud.
although the Bar will be open price includes. This year's Ball
Production Manager
All food and drink
late (and will not be charging is
only
marginally more
Mukta S rivastav
arrangements will be catered by
you for your drinks) we don't expensive than last year' s. For
Layout Editors
the Lodge.
There will be
want to encourage anyone to all that The T-wenty Fifth
Rustin Polk
. Wendy Watson
several bars and tables with
drink and drive. As you've Barristers' Ball will be, $22,00
food III the rooms we have heard a thousand times, call a is a real bargain. The SBA
Production Assistants
reserved for the dance.
To
cab and impress your date with has been planning this event
Laura Gann
reduce waiting for a fresh drink
your prudence.
for almost nine months and it
Wendy Watson
(another
big
problem
at
In addition to the promises to be a truly
Business Manager
previous Balls) there will be at current students and facu lty of memorable evening for all. Put
Laura Gann
Advertising Manager
least ten professionalj:>artenders
Marshall-Wythe, the SBA has away your books for awhile,
Katherine Cross
serving those in attendance.
invited over 1200 alumni to get dressed up and have a funPublished every other Thursday during the academic year, except
There
will
be
a
number
of
come
back for this special 25th filled night that you won't soon
during exam and vacation periods.
Funded in part by the
different hors d'oeuvres served,
Anniversar y
Barristers ' . forget. S,ee you there.
Publication Council of the College of William and ~ary.
. such as ham biscuits, quiche,
Although we do not know
Letters to the Editor must be signed, double-spaced and
egg rolls, meatballs and other
exactly how many alumni will
accompanied by a disk version, formatted in WordPerfect 5.0. The
Dave Atkinson (3L)
deadline for inclusion in the Thursday edition is Monday at 5 p.m .
things ' to spill on rented tuxes.
return for the Ball, L'1e response
S B A Social Co-Chair
The Advocate reserves the right to edit submissions for reasons of
All food and as many drinks as
has been favorable.
space and clarity. Printed by the Virginia Gazette.
you are able to consume are
Several of you who

tS
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BOOKS, BLASI & THE 'BURG
by Jeff Crabill
Having grown up in
Chicago, Vincent A. Blasi likes
his fast-paced lifestyle as a law
professor at New York' s
Columbia University. So what
would make one of the most
reknowned First Amendment
scholars come to Williamsburg?
Besides a great golf course, the
answer would be the Bill of
Rights Institute's Lee Professor
program.
Blasi has taught law at
schools including the University
of Texas, Stanford, CaliforniaBerkeley, Michigan, Columbia
and now William and Mary.
He also plans to give a talk at
the Bill of Rights Institute First
Amendment Symposium this
Spring. Blasi
returns
to
Marshall-Wythe four years after
his prior visit as a Cutler
lecturer. The Cutler lecture
given annually, brings in th~
top authorities on the United
States Constitution. "I had the
nicest time," he said. "I liked
being in Williamsburg more
!han I predicted."
This semester, he is
seminar class
' leaching a
to
the
First
devoted
Amendment. Each week one
student writes a
lO-page
critique on an article and

another person defends the civic courage."
article. "That structure breaks
Blasi decided to focus
down inhibitions on discussion " . on the First Amendment after
Blasi explained.
"Too man'y taking a class at the University
small
seminars
become of Chicago with Harry Kalven.
scattered. "
"He was the teacher I most
It was the classic
With a light class load, admired.
Blasi will have time to devote case of being smiuen by a
to his latest book which will professor," he said. Blasi was
focus on the intellectual history able to thank Kalven this year
of cases concerning the First with an essay on his favorite
Amendment.
He said that professor for the University of
although most law is taught Chicago's 100 year anniversary.
Vincent Blasi, the Bill of Rights Institute's Lee Professor
through the case method, most The essay was part of a
legal scholars do not write compilation of similar essays
choice. "Each year I am able Memorial Trust Fund. Dean
about the classic cases.
"I from selected students each
to write better articles and Timothy J. Sullivan said the
would like to see the history of written about the top profesors
teach beuer. I'm amazed at program gives the law school a
Palsgraff," he elaborated. "By at the University.
how little my learning curve chance not only to bring in top
As Blasi looks into the
looking hard at cases, you get
has sloped off." According to law
professors
but
to
a different perspective on ideas. 1990s, hot First Amendment
Blasi, teaching provides a experiment "It allows us to
It makes me more creative."
issues he sees include the battle
"It's a bring in the fInest teacherunique .balance:
Blasi's book focuses between U.S . Senator Jesse
combination of public and scholars in the country. Vincent
on
the
background
and Helms
and
the National
private moments.
It's an Blasi is an excellent example,"
philosophies of judges that Endowment for the Arts as
opportunity to be with yourself Sullivan said. "It broadens the
decided major cases.
For well as the current political
and decide what you believe." experience of both the faculty
example, Justice Brandeis' surveillance of Arab-Americans
"The lifestyle is terrific," he and students."
opinion
in
Whitney
v. for potential terrorist activities.
a9ded. "How many jobs give
Next year the law
California defending Holmes' "We are headed for more not
clear & present danger rule. less ethnic tension. Minorities - you a chance to spend four school will bring in one of the
months in Virginia? And there top legal affairs journalist in
When Brandeis said the way to are much more visible and
is so little in the way of people the country, The Wall Street
respond to dangerous speech assertive then they
were
trying to manipulate you."
Journal's
Steve
Wermeil.
was to answer it, not suppress before," Blasi stated.
This year is the eighth Wermeil, who is writing the
it, Blasi believes "it was clear
Blasi has spent twentyyear of the Lee Professor defInitive biography of retired
that
Brandeis
was
very three years teaching, including
interested in Ancient Greece twelve years at Michigan and - program which is privately - Supreme Court Justice William
funded
through
the Lee Brennan, will stay the entire
and the most important thing eight at Columbia. He has few
year and teach three classes.
that made democracy work was misgivings about his career

PUBLIC POLICY
..
PROGRAM

THE
lRADmON
CONTINUES

by Katie Finley

In the fall of 1991,
twenty-five
approximately
students will comprise the fIrst
class of The Thomas Jefferson
Program iri Public Policy at the
College of William and Mary.
This new graduate program
e,;plores public 'policy in the
context of social, legal and
political environments with an
emphasis on quantitative skills.
Classes will be taught by
affiliated
faculty
in . the
economics and government
departments and the law school.
Five specialty tracks are
available: regulatory studies,
state and local policy, human
resource policy, international
trade and development policy,
and
international
security
policy.
Law students are eligible
for a joint degree program in
which a student may obtain
both a master's degree in
public policy and a J .D. degree
in four years. AS Professor
Neal Devins explains, the
program
should
produce
lawyers with strong public
policy skills, an outcome which
is particularly advantageous for
those interested in regulatory

practice.
Devins will teach
Law and Public Policy, a
mandatory course which will be
open only to public policy
students. Other courses, such
as
Administrative
Law,
Employment
Discrimination,
and Law, Policy and the
Environment will be available
to both law and public policy
students.
Students participating in
the joint program have the
oDtion of completing one or
two full years of law school
before beginning the required
public policy curriculum.
However, after completing the
fIrst year of the program, all
students wiU gain practical,
"hands-on"
experience
by
completing a mandatory ten
week summer internship in
their area of specialization.
Working for a law fIrm may
fulfIll this requirement
Interested fIrst and
second year law students should
submit an application for the
joint program no later than
March 1, 1991.
Professor
Devins encourages students to
talk with him if they have any
questions
or
need
more
information.
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT

THE CAJUN

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2
10 pm - 1:30 am
$2 COVER - - - $4 PITCHERS
229 - 6801

765 SCOTLAND STREET
AT WILLIAM AND MARY'S CARY FIELD
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WANDERING & WONDERING
by Mike Flannery
The beauty of writing
a column is that you can just
take off sometimes, unsure of
where you will end up. You
should think of this column as
a large suitcase that's just been
checked in at the U.S. Air
ticket counter. Or maybe a
plane about to fly over the
Bermuda Triangle. Maybe it
will go somewhere, and maybe
it won'L Things may wander
a bit and maybe they'll even
wobble and quite possibly
they'll careen wildly out of
control, spinning crazily into
the abyss of your worst
nightmare: a horrid, fIfty-page
mindless summary of every
trash T.V. show or trash
magazine you ever saw, entitled
WeekJy World Hard People
Inside The Sun.
Well,
anyway, that's my worst
nightmare.
Besides Virginia
Procedure.
But maybe that
won't happen and this will just
be another column. Personally,
I'm predicting something akin
to a literary train wreck. And
that's why I get the big money.
Some strange and
wonderful things happened to
me over break. First of all, I,
had thoughts as I headed
toward Hilton Head that this
might be my last "Christmas
Break." But no matter: I had
a Christmas tree in my back
seat and open road ahead. Of
course, I had to start my
journey with the ferry ride to
Surry. Actually, the ferry goes
to Scotland, which is even
cooler.
I love the ferry.
Here's the best way to enjoy
the beauty of this cheapest of
all amusement rides: Stop at
the 7-11 on Jamestown Road
(take your pick) and buy the
following - U.SA. Today (got
to have that sports section), The
Washington Post (very cerebral,
catch up on the news, count the
number of words George Will
uses that you can't possible
understand (it reminds me of
Gerard Toohey», a bottle of
orange/pineapple juice (got to
have that vitamin C- to avoid
scurvy on your boat trip to
but
Scotland),
and
last,
certainly most important, two
pints of Quik chocolate milk
(I've developed an acute
road trip thirst for chocolate
milk; Quik is an outstanding
selection, always available at 711 and most Texaco stations,
but many local dairy companies

also package some vintage
selections and these are often a
pleasant sUIprise at the odd
rural outpost). Now, armed
with your proVISIOns and
literary booty, proceed to the
ferry at a leisurely pace, stop at
the gate to buy your ticket
($2), wait for your ship to
arrive and ' disgorge its feast of
cars from Scotland, drive
cautiously onto the ship and
park in your assigned spoL
Now turn off your motor, but
keep the key going to tap your
battery for a little music or
maybe a dose of NPR (once ,
again, very cerebral and they
have neat sound effects,
especially if they're telling you
some story about an open air
market in Marakesh).
Kick
back, crack open one of those
savory pints (milk also prevents
such
nasty
diseases
as
osteoporosis and rickets) and
just enjoy the ride. Finally,
once you're underway, be sure
to hop out and take a tour of
the deck area - at dawn or at
dusk, the scenery on the James
is magnilicenL There you have
it Now where was I? Oh
yeah, off to South Carolina,
where secession began.
The alternator died
outside of Florence, South
Carolina Up until that point, I
was consumed with a desire to
witness a tactical nuclear strike
on that little known and poorly
advertised tourist attraction
SOUTH OF THE BORDER.
They should rename and
relocate that place: I propose
SOUTH
OF
THE
EQUATOR. Anyway, back in
Florence, Jolly, the wrecker
driver
who
doubled
as
troubleshooting mechanic, said
maybe he could fix my
alternator, if he didn't get
interrupted. You see, I pulled
into Jolly's AMOCO at 5:30
p.m., when all good cars meet
their maker and all good
mechanics hit the happy hours.
So Jolly started to disembowel
my engine, but the phone kept
ringing and ringing, and Jolly
couldn't get the old part out to
get the new part in, so finally
I said maybe we should wait
until tomorrow and I could just
spend the night at the Bates
Motel next door (no, really it
was just a' Days Inn) and Jolly
said that was fine and so I put
the Christmas tree in a plastic
bucket full of water out behind

Tecumseh. On to Atlanta.
In Atlanta, I helped
my other sister move. Sooner
or later, all sons and brothers
realize that their most important
function is that of pack mule.
This
is
why
men
overwhelmingly favor watching
"Mr. Ed" over "Days of Our
Lives." Of course, no scientilic
study has been able to show
why anyone, male or female,
would root for the Indianapolis
That's a horse of a
Colts.
different color. Which brings
me to the point in the story
where I assure you, the reader,
that no more attempts will be
made at cheap, equine humor.
After
Atlanta,
I
charged north to Washington,
D.C. to search for my roots. I
went to the National Archives
and looked at census records
from 1790 to 1910. It was
truly amazing to sit in this
darkened
room
full
of

the garage and carried most of
my luggage next door. The
next day, I took off $250
poorer, without even being
mugged or bludgeoned.
I
never saw Jolly again. Thanks,
Jolly, wherever you are.
Christmas on Hilton
Head was great because my
whole family was there. Since
I'd gone to the trouble of
bringing a pine tree into the
state
(previous
experience
having shown that the genus
"Christmas treeus" was long
extinct
in
South
since
Carolina), there was (of course)
an almost Biblical plague-like
glut of pine trees on Hilton
Head Island.
They were
literally giving them away. Go
fIgure.
My family and I
watched "The Civil War" series
which my Dad had taped off of
PBS. I bought stuffed bears
for my sisters as presents. My
oldest sister named her bear

microfIche readers and discover
another Michael Flannery from
Tipperary, Ireland living in
Orange County, New York in
1860. 'He is my great·great.
grandfather. I don't know when
he arrived in America Gust
yet), but I can't help wondering
just what he brought with him.
Here's my guess: a copy of
the Cork Times/Herald, an
orange, a small piece of
chocolate and a tin of
powdered milk. And half·way
across the Atlantic, on his way
to America, while mixing a cup
of milk for the evening meal, a
little bit of the chocolate fell
into the cup.
Then, up on
deck, as he surveyed the vast
ocean and unfurled the tattered
paper to read in the dwindling
evening light, Michael Flannery
of Tipperary, Ireland had his
fIrst drink of chocolate milk.
And the rest, as they say, is
history.

REMINISCENCES OF A IL
by Joe Qui$ley
- During the semester break
I took some time to reflect on
my first semester of law
school, as I imagine many of
my classmates did.
During
those final weeks of the
semester, fIlled with long
~duous days of study and
mtense hours of examination I
felt enveloped in a bond ~ot
only
with
my
fellow
classmates, but with all the
great lawyers who once studied
the same theories, cases, and
concepts that I now studied. I
e~pe~enced a deep feeling of
kmship
with
Blackstone
Wythe,
Jefferson,
Lincoln'
Clarence Darrow and Joei
Hyatt
As I reflected on my
baptism into the law I thought
about what I had learned. The
following represents a short list
of what.I discovered when I
peered into that conundrum we
call The Law.
First of all, there were
many practical things that I
learned. For instance, always
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take your car to those garages
that park your car for you and
give you a receipL (If your
car
happens
to
be ' a
Volkswagen, then you might be
a Beetle Bailee. Sorry.) If
you are feeling "good and
amiable" and someone wants
you to fIx their clock. just fIx
the clock and don't try to "love
and pet" anyone. If you are
going to throw a stick at some
annoying kids, make sure you
hit the right one, because you'll
get in trouble even if you miss.
Shirley MacLaine's real last
name is Parker. If you are
thinking about quitting school
and opening your own gas
station, move to Maryland.
When you get married, keep all
your money separate from your
spouse's, and buy stocks.
Better yet, don't get married at
all. If your unCle offers you
$~,D01 if you quit smoking,
drinking, swearing, playing
cards and billiards, ask for
$10,000 to cover your legal
expenses.
According
to

PElJGEOT

SPElWIlfO

~~ VtW'~

229-9151
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HoImes, if you do really well
in law school, you must be a
bad man.
And lastly, you
might want to warn your
octogenarian grandparents to
practice safe sex.
Besides
this practical
knowledge, I also had some
interesting
revelations and
theories of my own. First,
there is no doubt in my mind
that Benjamin Cardozo was
getting kickbacks from every
railroad in New York. Along
those same lines, it occurred to
me that law textbooks were
probably a lot shorter before
railroads. Secondly, believe it
or not, at one time Robert
Reed (better known as Mike
Brady) was considered, "a
strong actor capable of holding
a play together." I think Harry
Wills would have taken Jack
Dempsey in a split-decision.
What ever happened to Warner
Wolf? I am quite certain that
made-for-TV movie producers
get most of their ideas from
Torts books. Lastly, it became
apparent to me that quantum
meruit is more than a theory in
contract law, it explains how I
passed all of my math classes
in college.
However, some things
continue to puzzle me. I still
have no idea what the hell a
"book and bottle shop" is. I
wonder, did Hugo Black carry
the
same copy of the
Constitution in his back pocket
the whole time he sat on the
court?
Lastly, I am quite
confIdent that the amount of
time required for me to
comprehend the Rule Against
Perpetuities would violate that
same Rule.

)I
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BILL OF RtGHTS INSTITUTE

AN OUNCE OF·PREVENTION
by Nick Murphy
Recycling
one
aluminum can saves enough
energy to power a l00-wau
bulb for 20 hours! Not only
that, recycling pays: Reynolds
Aluminum Recycling Company,
located directly across from
Busch Gardens on Route 60
(2001 Pocahontas Trail, tel.
220-2660),
will take any
aluminum Monday - Saturday
between the hours of 9:00 and
4:30. The going rate is 17
cents per pound.
On the other side of
town,
the
Williamsburg
Recycling Center located at 209
Ewell Road (off Mooretown
Road, tel. 564-7656) will pay
for office paper, corrugated
cardboard, glass, and aluminum.
They will accept donations of
newspaper
(no
magazines,
catalogs, phone books or j unk
mail) and plastic containers.
The Recycling Center is open
from 10:00 until 5:00 Monday
through Friday and on Saturday
from 9:00 until 2:00.
What happens to the
rest of the estimated three and
a half pounds of rubbish each
of us generates per day?
Recent
State
Recycling
Legislation (Virginia Code,
Title
10.1.14-11)
requires
communities to recycle 10% of
their solid waste this year and
25% by the year 1995. Frank
Force, city manager, says the
City of Williamsburg operates
no dump sites although the city
does maintain a local compost
heap. Williamsburg contracts
with Waste Management to
take residential bulk trash away
where it is added to landfIlls in
Newport News. The price of
the three year contract comes
to $9.74 per unit per month. for

back-door residential service.
Not cheap. But the city does
get a rebate for the aluminum
and glass bottles voluntarily
placed in the green curbside
bins.
What specifically does
William and Mary do with our
trash?
Mark
Whitney,
Landscape Superintendent and
Recycling
Coordinator
for
facilities management says he
works
with
the
Campus
Recycling Organization (made
up
of
approximately
75
students) to see that greater
than 10% of the school's trash
is recycled. This _figure does
not include the composting,
waste oil and scrap metal
recycling he has been managing
for years. Last year the school
hauled about 1300 tons of solid
waste to a landfill in James
City County.
The figure
should be lower this year once
a comprehensive plan to recycle
administrative building waste is
implemented.
The Campus Recycling
Organization holds recycling
pick-ups the first and third
Saturday of each month during
the spring semester from 9:00
until 1:00 in the William and
Mary Hall parking lot. The
next pick-up is on Saturday,
February 2. The proceeds are
returned to the program. Last
year they were used to
purchase the specially designed
wooden
receptacles
for
aluminum cans.
The law
school has one out on the
patio.
The
Environmental
Law Society'S aluminum can
pick-up area has been moved
by order of the Dean. Two
bins will be located at the

locker-water fountain area
the lounge. Pick-up times
be Wednesday and Friday
afternoons. Please continue to
do the right thing and help
reducing, reusing and
As Roland Howard said
in 1876:
"Waste not, want
is a maxim I would teach.
Let your watchword be
dispatch, and practice what you
preach;
Do
not let
chances like sunbeams pass you
by,
For you never miss
water till the well runs dry."
Recycling trivia obtained
the Virginia Peninsulas
Service Authority.

Visiting Justices from Nigeria compared constitutional
traditions in their home country with that in the
United States. The Justices met with students at a
reception held after the panel ·discussion.

Master of Laws
Boston University
School of Law

LL.M. Degree in Banking Law Studies
A unique graduate program offering mUlti-disciplinary courses
of study in American Banking Law Studies and in International
Banking Law Studies.
Taught by faculty of the Boston University School of Law,
eminent banking law attorneys and management experts, these
innovative programs provide an exceptional blend of intellectual and practical education at one of the nation 's best law
schools. Covering the full range of advanced banking law
subjects, the curriculum also includes courses specially
developed to introduce lawyers to the economiC and managerial aspects of the U.S. and international financial serVices
industries.
These comprehensive LL.M. programs offer unparalleled educational opportunities for lawyers who wish to practice in
these dynamic areas of specialization.
Applications are now being accepted for full- or part-time
enrollment in September 1991 .
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution

For a catalogue containing detailed
information and application forms, write:

Graduate Program in Banking Law Studies
Morin Center for Banking Law Studies
Boston University School of Law
765 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
or call: 617/353-3023
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT

THE WAR IN THE PERSIAN GULF... ?
With 192 people answering the Advocate's survey, the responses are:

PRESIDENT BUSH WAS CORRECT IN
SENDING ~OOPS INTO SAUDI ARABIA

INITIALLY

PRESIDENT BUSH WAS CORRECT IN ATTACKING IRAQ

Agree - 60%
Somewhat Agree - 15%
Don't Know - 2%
Somewhat Disagree - 9%
Disagree - 14%

Agree - 56%
Somewhat Agree - 5%
Don't Know - 9%
Somewhat Disagree - 19%
Disagree - 19%

THE :MIliTARY'S AGREEMENT TO CURTAIL SOLDIERS'
REUGIOUS PRACTICES IN SAUDI ARABIA WAS AN
APPROPRIATE DECISION

THE MEDIA IS BEING RESPONSIBLE IN ITS COVERAGE
OF THE GULF WAR

Agree - 13%
Somewhat Agree - 44%
Don't Know - 4%
Somewhat Disagree - 29%
Disagr~ - 10%

Agree - 21%
Somewhat Agree - 22%
Don't Know - 11%
Somewhat Disagree - 20%
Disagree - 26%

.

THE :MIliTARY'S AGREEMENT TO CURTAIL FEMALE
SOLI: IERS' BEHAVIOR IN SAUDI ARABIA WAS AN
APPROPRIATE DECISION

ABC HAD A PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTIC DUTY TO
BROADCAST THE POW TAPES

Agree - 10%
Somewhat Agree - 8%
- Don't Know - 9%
Somewrult· Disagree _. 20%·
Disagree - 53%

Agree - 27%
Somewhat Agree - 23%
Don't Know - 8%
Somewhat Disagree - 24%
Disagree - 18%

ATKINS PLANS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH
March
has
been
designated as Women's History
Month, in recognition of the
contributions women have made
to our country, and across the
world.
A meeting to plan
events
for
this
year's
celebration of women's history
month will be held on
Thursday, February 7 at 4:30
p.m. in room 120.
Last year's events
included rotating weekly themes

which
featured
movies,
speakers, and displays in the
Moot Court trophy case. This
year's events promise to be
equally interesting. Suggestions
thus far have included a focus
on Native American women on
the Peninsula, and the history
of women in the law. Please
join us, and bring your ideas
and suggestions. If you have
any questions, or are unable to
atteng the meeting but would

like to participafe, please
contact Andrea Amy (2L) at
758-5579, Kate Atkins (2L) at
229-1194, or Wendy Watson
(lL) at 229-6227, or leave a
note in one of our hanging
files.
The designation of
March as Women's History
Month was the result of a
growing
recognttlOn
that
something is missing in our
society. That something is a
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recognition of the contributions
of women.
The history
textbooks, the art galleries, and
the upper echelons of the legal
field are all examples of the
underrepresentation of women
in
American
society.
Historically, this lack of
representation has extended to
members of the many ethnic,
racial, and cultural groups who
have made contributions to our
society.
Women's history
month offers everyone an
opportunity to learn more about
fascinating, unknown women
and
celebrate
their
contributions.
Just for fun, we've
included a quiz on women's
history. How many of these
women can you identify?
1.
Who
wrote
A
Vindication of the Rights Of
Woman? (Hint- The author's
daughter wrote a well-known
horror story).
2.
Identify the two sisters
from South Carolina who
became Quakers and toured as
speakers on the cause of
abolition.
3.
What famous suffragist
was
arrested,
tried,
and
convicted for voting in 1872?
4.
What
freed
slave
became an abolitionist and
spoke these words at a
women's convention in Akron,

Ohio, "If the first woman God
ever made was strong enough
to turn the world upside down
all alone, these women together
ought to be able to turn it
back, and get it right side up
again. And now they is asking
to do it, the men better let
them."
5.
Which
amendment
gave women the right to vote?
What year was it passed?
6.
What famous Black
poet of the Revolutionary era
was translating Ovid from Latin
into English at the age of
twelve, and published her first
book of poetry in England in
1773 at the age of twenty?
7.
Who
invented the
cotton gin? (No, it wasn't Eli
Whitney.)
8.
Who was the first
woman judge in the U.S. and
where was her court?
9.
Who was the first
female law student in the U.S.
and which law school did she
attend?
10. Who was the first Native
American woman lawyer in the
U.S.?
11. Who was the first Black
woman lawyer in the U.S.?
Upon graduation, what
12.
Ie.gal position was offered to
Sandra Day O'Connor?
For answers to quiz, see page 11
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BULLETIN
BOARD
JESSUP
COMPETITION
TIDS WEEKEND

The Institute of Bill of Rights Law
presents

The Moot Court Bar and
the International Law Students
Association (ILSA) host the
1991 Mid-Atlantic Regional of
the Jessup International Law
Moot Court Competition on
February 1-3, 1991. This is
the first time that Marshal 1Wythe
has
hosted
the
Competition, and all students,
faculty, and administration are
invited
to
watch
the
arguments. Marshall-Wythe' s
own team of Claudia Barnes,
George
Crompton,
David
Ignall and Sean Scaggs will
be participating. Come cheer
them on!

JULIUS L. CHAMBERS
Director-Counsel of the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund

THE BILL OF RIGHTS
THE BULWARK OF PERSONAL FREEDOM
Friday, February 1
Rm 124 at 2:30 pm

KING STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

The Jessup Competition
is sponsored annually by ILSA
and the American Society of
International Law for eligible
law students.
Regional
winners go on to compete
for
the
In ternationally
illustrious Jessup Cup.

SAVE YOUR FARM FRESH RECEIPTS
Once again the Public Service Fund · is
collecting yellow Farm Fresh receipts in
order to participate in Farm Fresh's third
annual
fundraiser
for
nonprofit
organizations. Save your gold Farm Fresh
receipts between now and March 23. Then
drop them in our box in the loung or by
hanging me. We'll add them up and Farm
Fresh will give us 2% of the total amount
LAST YEAR - THANKS TO YOUR
SUPPORT - WE RAISED OVER $400.

Jessup argument is before
the International Court of
Justice.
This year, the
Competition problem concerns
an international trade war over
electric cars and is posted on
Moot
Court Board.
the
Arguments are scheduled for
the following times:

The .King Student Health Center of the
College of William and Mary is forming a
committee to address student concerns and
questions abouut the Center. The next
meeting is Tuesday, February 12 at 2:30
pm, at the Health Center. EVERYONE IS
WELCOME. If you have questions,
comments, or criticisms about the Health
Center but can't come to the meeting,
please drop a note to Judi Corrigan (3L) by
Friday, Feb. 8.

THE BOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN!
THURSDAY NIGHT AT PAUL'S DELI

Saturday, February 2

IN DISPUTE

Round I:
9:30 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m.

Thursday, January 31
9:30 pm - 2:00 am

Round II:
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

NO EXCUSES!! NO MAP!!

Round III:
2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Round IV:
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Sunday, February 3
Semifinal Round:
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
Final Round:
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
McGlothlin Moot Court Room

••r~---------------------·
••
••
••
••
••
••

NO COVER!!

The A VALON CENTER FOR WOMEN & CHILDREN
will be holding a volunteer training session on
Saturday, February 16, from 10:30 am - 5:00 pm at
the Williamsburg Regional Library.

The training session will include instruction for law
students wanting to participate in AVALON'S Law
Student Volunteer Program. This program provides
legal assistance, court accompaniment, and legal
research for the victims of domestic violence and
sexual assault

•

If you want to participate in the training, or if you

•
•

have any questions about the Law Student Program,
please contact Laura Gann (3~or call 229 - 7585.

;

.
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PLEA FOR PRO BONO
Law students enteririg
the legal profession in the early
1990s inherit a crisis that has
been developing for over a
decade. According to a report
cited in the ABA Journal, nine
out of ten legal problems of the
poor go unserved. While the
of
ABA
Model
Rules
Professional Conduct state that
"[aJ lawyer should render
public interest legal service,"
only 17% of our nation's
attorneys participate in pro
bono programs. In addition to
these disturbing statistics, there
has also been a 40% decrease
per capita in federal funding
for legal services over the past
ten years. At a time when the
' number of attorneys in this
country is at an all-time high,
the needs of the poor are being
largely neglected by the legal
profession.
When Chief Justice
Rehnquist visited MarshallWythe in the fall, he addressed
the problem of the decline of
pro bono work being done in
the United States. He noted
how much the legal community
had changed since he graduated
from law school, and how in
the past there had been a
higher sense of duty toward the
disadvantaged. While the Chief
Justice did not advance any
methods by which the system
could bec e more res nsive

to society'S problems, he did
leave the audience with the
sense that there was a profound
demand for attorneys to be
more involved in pro bono
activities.
There are
several
reasons why there is such
disregard for the legal needs of
the poor. One is an escalating
pressure on law firms to
require higher levels of billable
hours from partners and
associates.
Another is the
rising cost of tuition and the
tremendous debt most students
must carry in order to finance
their legal education. As a
result, less time is devoted to
traditional forms of pro bono,
and awareness of the great
need that exists has diminished.
In an effort to increase
student awareness about the
importance of pro bono work,
and to provide many hours of
free legal service to the public,
the Law Student Division of
the ABA passed a resolution at
its national conference in
August 1990, that states: "Be it
resolved that the American Bar
Association encourages law
schools to establish a public
service
requirement,
the
fulfillment of which would be
necessary for graduation. The
notion of public interest
requires no partisan program or
hiloso h. It is work which

judged on the merits of the
issue addressed, furthers justice,
fairness and the public good
rather than the interests of a
client who is represented on the
familiar commercial terms."
The LSD defined public service
work as "any legal work
performed
without
compensation ... which
is
provided for indigent clients at
no cost to the client or which
is performed in the public
interest"
Several law schools
(including the University of
Pennsylvania,
Tulane
University,
Florida
State
University, and Valparaiso)
have already incorporated some
type of innovative pro bono
program into their curriculum.
The first school to institute
such a program was Tulane,
where students must perform at
least 20 hours of pro bono
work during their last two
years of law school as part of
their graduation requirement. '
,
While at first glance
this requirement may seem an
attempt to mandate morality,
the students at Tulane (and
other schools which have a pro
bono requirement) see the
public service work they do as
simply another requirement they
must fulfill in order to become
qualified
and
responsible

attorneys. The program allows
students to go out into the
community and experience firsthand the living conditions and
points of view of some of the
millions of Americans who
The
cannot afford lawyers.
students benefit from the
opportunity to apply their
learning in the real world, and
the community benefits from
the legal services that the
students provide.
According to a survey
in 1989-1990 of Tulane's third
year class (all of whom
participated in the pro bono
program), 65% of the students
reported that their participation
in community service increased
their willingness to provide pro
bono services in the future.
Seventy-two percent of the
students agreed that they had
gained confidence in their
ability to handle cases for
indigent clients, while 42%
expressed a desire to continue
to practice in the area of
poverty law. The percentage of
students willing to contemplate
a career in providing legal
services to indigent clients rose
almost 50% from 32 to 47
percent after engaging in pro
bono activities.
Similar reports have
come from schools such as the
University of Pennsylvania,
where the pro bono requirement

HONOR CODE QUESTIONED

Which of the following
is more important -- the honor
of this institution or the future
of one of its individual
members? This is a question I
was confronted with at the end
of last semester. Sadly, I found
which they could explain their
our Honor Code to be of little
requests. Budget deliberations
guidance. Perhaps even worse,
were held in closed session
I still have no idea if I made
because otherwise "nothing
the right decision.
would
ever
get
done"
I found myself in a
(paraphrase of one officer's peculiar dilemma three days
response). Once decisions were
before my first final exam. The
made, student organizations
details are unimportant. The
were not informed of their final
crux of the matter is that I
awards. A final budget has yet honestly felt that I had
to be posted for students to
evidence that someone was
see.
The
cur r e n t
about to cheat on an exam.
ad,ministration can make up for Being someone who takes the
thIS poor showing by working Code seriously, I read it over
hard to implement the budget in search of guidance. It
that was (I think) approved. A quickly became obvious that
final budget should be posted, the
Code
would
prove
and
student
organizations
should be informed of their extremely helpful to someone
with knowledge of cheating in
awards. As bills are received,
the
past. But there was nothing
disbursements for approved
in
the
Code that answered the
expenditures should be made
promptly. Organizations should questions inside of my head.
My first step was to
be informed regularly of how
talk
to
the professor of the
much they have spent, and how
much they have remaining in class in question. I wanted to
their accounts. Budget records make sure that what I
should be kept and made suspected, if true, would be an
available for continuity and Honor Code violation; if it was
not, my problem would be
~ore informed decision making
solved.
The professor said it
In the future.
Finally, the
would
be
a violation.
administration should improve
Next I called the
the budget process for future
President of the Honor Council.
administrations.
- Now that the suspense He told me that the Council
of the "90-days" is over, let's Gafo1n.ot give out advisory
focus on running a good 0pillIOns, and that I must look
at what the Code tells me.
student government.
None of this was
enough to give me the guidance
Tom Cody (3L)

SBA DI$A$TER
David Boies' campaign
promises received a great deal
of attention during the Fall
semester. For the most part, I
think· they are worthy goals.
However, they are not the only
duties of our elected officials.
One of the primary
responsibilities of the SBA is
to
prepare,
adopt,
and
implement a budget. Although
the amount of money to be
doled out is relatively small,
the dollars are the lifeblood of
many important activities at
Marshall-Wythe.
Student
organizations rely on SBA
funding to accomplish much of
what we val ue at this school.
This past Fall, requests
for SBA' funding exceeded
available funds by ,almost two
to one.
To even a casual
observer, it was obvious that
virtually
every
student
organization would not receive
all that it needed, and some
would receive almost nothing.
In this context, the SBA
administration's duty to act
competently was particularly
high.
Nevertheless,
the
budget process was a disaster.
Some student organizations
received their initial budget
request form with almost no
time before the filing deadline.
Most organizations were not
notified of the SBA meeting at
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that I needed. I felt trapped
between undesirable choices on
every side. I could confront the
person before the exam.
However, I had to be realistic'
if this were a person who had
no qualms about violating the
code, I would only serve to
make her/him more cautious. I
could wait until after the exam
and do a little James Bond
impersonation to see if the
student had in fact cheated.
Aside from making me feel
l~e a complete fmk, what if
this person were completely
unaware that what she/he was
doing was a Code violation? I
would have entrapped someone
who only needed to be made
aware of what she/he was
dOing: Finally, I could stick my
head ill the sand and wish none
of this had ever happened.
This dilemma was not
the worst of the situation.
Remember that I am a fIrst
year and all of this took place
before my first exam. For me,
the worst part was that I was
forced to wrestle with this
dilemma while I should have
been studying. Add this to the
idea that if I chose either of
the first two options, I would
have occupied myself for much
of the exam period.
Think for a moment
about the distinctions between
my situation and one where a
student sees a fellow student
cheating. If I had been in this
situation
I
would
have
confronted the student with
what I had seen and demanded
an explanation. Since the

was originally met with some
opposition from the students.
Mter performing the required
number of hours, most students
reported that they feIt the work
had been a valuable learning
experience as well as a great
help to Philadelphia's many
disadvantaged residents.
At
other
schools,
students
have
taken
the
initiative to adopt a pro bono
requirement. At Harvard, for
example, where the faculty was
initially unreceptive to a pro
bono program, the students
organized and have been
effective in rallying student
support
and
getting
the
administration to consider a pro
bono requirement
Every
school
that
decides to adopt a pro bono
requirement will have to
confront difficult financial and
administrative
questions
concerning the implementation
of such a project. The many
advantages that accompany a
pro bono program, however,
will far outweigh the costs.
The proposition may be more
clearly stated: how can law
schools afford not to foster a
greater appreciation of society's
urgent needs in the next
generation of lawyers?
Robert Church (lL)
sltuation as
rea y pass ,
there is no problem of when
that confrontation takes place.
It could be during exams, after
exams, or next semester; it is
at the convenience of the
"accuser." This is a liberty I
did not have. There was
tremendous
significance
attached to when [or if] I
confronted this person.
Many people go to
great lengths to emphasize the
relative unimportance of grades.
Let's face it, if they are so
unimportant, why must we put
them on our resume? So, there
I was, at a crossroads of sorts
without a map, with only the
knowledge that I must take
some action. Meanwhile, I was
submerged in the first law
school exam period of my life,
having no idea what it would
take to get me through.
I do not know if this
was the right decision, but I
chose to be selfish. I took no
action. I still have rio idea
whether this person I have been
talking about actually cheated.
Whether the student did or did
not cheat is now irrelevant The
important thing is that I spent
more hours than I care to
remember trying to figure out
the "right thing" to do, while I
should have been studying. I
wonder how much longer it
would have taken if I had
chosen either of the other
options.
Maybe I am taking all
of this 100 seriously, but I
cannot stand the idea of
another fIrst year going through
the same thing that I did. I do
not have a beuer idea, but
between the Honor Council, the
SBA, the Dean, and the whole
of the student body, maybe
someone else does.
Kevin Kroner (1L)
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HOW TO HAVE A PSF
SUMMER
by Heather Ramsey
With the Bahamas
Blast over and the Dinner Date
Auction almost a month away,
the Public Service Fund is
gearing up for their most
important function: awarding
their hard earned dollars. Last
year, PSF awarded a total of
over $20,000. Fourteen people
working in low or non-paying
public
interest
pos itions
received up to $2,500 each
from PSF and work-study
funds.
According to Elizabeth
Dopp, a member of the PSF
board, applications for PSF
funds will be available in the
Office of Career Planning and
Placement on February 11,
1991.
Interested students
should submit the application, a
statement
about
personal
themselves and the work they
intend to do, and a letter from
their prospective employer.
The letter should state that the
organ ization has offered a job
to the applicant, that the

employer has little or no funds
available for the applicant's
salary and should briefly
describe the applicant's position
within the organization.
Additionally, students
applying for PSF money must
complete the Financial Aid
Form
to
determine
their
eligibility
for
work-study
money.
Ineligibility for this
money will not hurt an
applicant's chances of being
awarded a PSF stipend , but
since many awards combine
both work-study and PSF
money, the Board needs this
information to distribute the
available money effectively.
Information on the work-study
program is available at the
OCPP, and the FAF forms are
available in the admissions
office.
The PSF Board makes
all award decisions as a group.
Presently, the Board consists of
Lit Tazewell, Stephanie Burks,
Thuy Tram, Katherine Cross,

Beverly McLean, Elizabeth
Dopp, Patty Erikson and Amy
Jarmon. Questions concerning
the application process should
be addressed to Erikson or
Dopp.
PSF is presently
selecting four first years and
one additional second year to
join the Board.
These new
members will be involved in
the award decisions. Professors
Kaplan, Levy and Barnard
serve as advisors, but do not
vote on award decisions.
In
evaluat i ng
applications, the Board places
equal
emphasis
on
the
applicant's credentials and the
public service position sought.
Ideal
applicants
will
demonstrate their past, present
and future interest in public
service work. The Board views
most favorably positions with
non-profit,
public
interest
organizations that serve legally
under-represented
people.
However, Dopp was quick to
point out that "almost anything

Stephanie Bu rks

PRACTICING SAFE SNAX - With Jim Heller's permission, we
can now drink and be merry in the library IF we keep a PSF
mug in hand

INQUIRING MINDS WANT
TO KNOW

George Leedom (3 L)
and Richard Brooks
(2)L are starting a
newspaper -- if
you're interested in
writing, c ontact
them.

BAHAMAS BLASTED! - John Maxwell (2L) practices
for when he goes to the Bahamas, courtesy of PSF

public interest and non-profit is
eligible."
Recipients working a
ten-week term are eligible for
up to $2,500. Lesser amounts
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KAY'S KORNER

--- A

FISH STORY

By Peter Kay
like creatures, I had a child's hope of landing a big one to put on the dinner
table. Each time I reeled in the line, though, I was puzzled. There was
nothing there. No fish. No worm. Just a hook. I was upset. . . .
I turned to my father for an explanation. Although It IS likely that
the worms simply wriggled off because I was too squeamish to imp~e th~m
snugly on the hook, he said that wily Harlem River crabs were escapmg WIth
my worms. He said that crabs are very smart and that they know how to eat
the bait without getting caught on the hook. I imagined a frenzied lair .of
crabs tangled at the bottom of the muck, picking worms off of the hook WIth
pincer-like accuracy. We spent another hour trying to outwit the crabs, but
they were worthy opponents. Needless to say, we didn't catch anything that
day.
I am sure that. by the early 1970s, the Harlem River could never had
sustained a form of life as complicated as a crab, let alone a fish. At most,
some scattered colonies of E. Coli. Perhaps the worms simply dissolved off
of the hook, pitted by corrosive chemicals. My parents were probably relieved
that I didn't succeed in wrestling some horrific mutant from the Harlem, bring
it home and insist that it be cooked and eaten.
My father grew up in the Bronx, went to the Bronx High School of
Science, married my mother (a Bronx native herself) in the Bronx. Al!.hough
he has spent considerable portions of his life there, urban life has probably
fueled in my fa!.her a covert romance with the country. Taking a child fishing
in a polluted river appears frivolous, and my father is not a frivolous man.
I suspect that my father harbors a vision of a virtuous agrarian life replete
with solitude, hard work, open spaces, and rivers brimming wi!.h fish. In
taking me fishing he carved out a small rustic sphere in which we bo!.h spent
!.he afternoon. It is one of !.he most vivid memories of my childhood, and
without memories, what are we?

When I was five or six years old my father took me fishing for the first time.
A father taking his son fishing is a time-honored American tradition and this
story wouldn't be unusual except for its location, which in this case happens
to be the Bronx.
My parents raised me in a comer of the Bronx called Spuyten Duyvil,
located at the far western end of the borough where the Hudson and Harlem
Rivers meet -- spitting distance from Manhattan and New Jersey. Known as
"Spike" by railroad conductors who guide trains around that gentle curve of
the Bronx, Spuyten Duyvil was originally settled by the Dutch. They named
it "Spitting Devil" because of the treacherous waters that snagged and sunk
ships until the channel was dredged. It is hardly the burned-out ghetto that
mention of the Bronx brings to mind. Nor is it prime upcountry fishing
territory.
One summer day, my father procured, from who knows where, a
small fishing rod, line, hooks, sinkers, floats and most surprisingly, a small
bucket of worms. For all I understood, these maritime accoutrements might
as well have been parts of a flying saucer. Nevertheless, I was delighted
when he announced that we were going down to the river to fish.
We picked our way over the railroad tracks, eluded rusty ties, ducked
under a commuter rail station, and arrived on a small rock jetty that protruded
into the Harlem River. Every body of water has a distinctive smell, and the
Harlem is no exception: Atlantic Ocean salt plus diesel fumes from the trains
that roared behind us. To our immediate right was a railroad drawbridge that
connected the Bronx to Manhattan's West Side. Occasionally, the bridge
would swing open, admitting a boat from the greenish Harlem onto the more
imposing slate-gray Hudson. Further to the right loomed the Palisades of
New Jersey, over which the sun set every night.
After a few mishaps and some paternal guidance, I quickly became
an expert at the rudiments of fishing. Casting my line woefully toward what
I can only imagine now to be an intermittent school of mercury-sodden fish-

THECATINIRAQ:SADDAM
& KAMIKAZE CHEMISTRY
by Wendy Watson
When I was an
undergrad, I took a course
known as Kamikaze Chemistry.
We
were
a
small,
unenthusiastic
group
of
students, sipping Stop'n'Go
coffee
and
eating
stale
doughnuts, as we dragged
ourselves to our basement
classroom at 8 . 0' clock every
day. But our professor, who
had clearly always been a
morning person, was a chemist
with a poet's soul, and he
spoke passionately about !.he
mystery of ions and electron
orbits. One particularly dreary
morning he announced that he
was going to introduce us to
what he felt was the single
most important principle in
chemistry:
the
Heisenberg
Uncertainly Principle (or, as it
is more affectionately known,
the Cat in the Box Theory).
The basic idea is
simple . . . in nature, all
systems tend towards a state of
entropy. Heisenberg's immortal
parable is that if you put a cat

in a box and seal it. as time
passes, the contents of the box
grow more and more uncertain
and entropy increases. Where
in the box is the cat? Is !.he
cat alive, or dead? Is the cat
still in the box at all? Without
looking you can't know.
The implications and
offshoots of !.he principle are
more exciting. Our professor
preached, at length, !.hat life is
miraculous because it imposes
structure
on
a
reluctant
universe, that disease is a
disruption in that system, and
that death is the ultimate,
inevitable triumph of chaos
over order. Civilization, law,
art,
and
ritual
are
all
expressions of some innate
drive to survive through
ordering our world.
The
pursuit of knowledge, he
argued, was the most important
human activity because it
of
decreased
the
level
uncertainty and kept the forces
of nature at bay. Perhaps he
exaggerated. A lot. But he

did deliver an important lesson.
The essential business of life is
to create and maintain order.
Saddam
Hussein
recognizes
the
destructive
capacity of uncertainty and has
exploited it masterfully. While
we have been scrupulous in our
"surgical" attacks on Iraqi
targets chosen months ago
(according to the official
reports, at least), Hussein has
varied the time and intensity of
his inaccurate attacks, leaving
Saudi and Israeli people unable
to ever fully relax. His missile
launchers move about the
eluding
our
countryside,
military ... we think. He has
warned and continues to warn
about his chemical warfare
capacity, yet he offers no
reason for his failure to use
chemical weapons.
This
weekend he dumped millions of
barrels of oil into the Gulf
without a word of explanation,
creating ecological chaos while
leaving us even more confused
about his strategy and motives.
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Most significantly, with
Iraqi
control
over
news
broadcasts
from
Baghdad,
Saddam Hussein has effectively
become the cat in the box, an
unobserved
element
of
confusion and uncertainty in
our world. \\'here in Iraq is
he? Is he alive, or dead? Is
he even in L-aq at all (or
perhaps Iran)? We can make
educated guesses, even be
reasonably confident. but we
cannot be certain.
Faced
with
an
embodiment of that force in
nature which is most difficult
to overcome, the actors and
onlookers have proceeded in
the only way possible, through
striving to decrease uncertainty.
Thus our journalists continue to
report whatever they can. Our
military increases its efforts to
monitor
Iraqi
military
movement,
to
pinpoint
Hussein's location, and to
assess the damage that has
been done to Iraqi military
installations. Military analysts,
politicians, college professors,
and lay-people hypothesize
endlessly about the whys and
what-ifs of the war, attempting
through analysis to acquire
knowledge.
On a more mundane,
though
arguably
more
important, level, the people of
the world have combatted
Hussein through an adamant
insistence on order. The Super
Bowl went ahead as planned,
the yearly ritual offered this
year as a source of moral
support for the troops in Saudi
Arabia
From the outset
President Bush maintained the
order in his life by remaining
at Kennebunkport (despite a
great deal of criticism) during
the initial weeks of the crisis.
More recently, Bush refused a

suggestion (by a reporter) that
he deliver his speeches from
the safety of the White House,
rather than from the more
vulnerable briefing room, on
the grounds that Bush would
not let Hussein control his
actions. And the Saudi and
Israeli people have continued
with the ritual of their day to
day life, driving to work each
morning in spite of the
bombings at night
On all sides of the
debate over the rightness or
wrongness of the Gulf War,
people express outrage. Those
who support the war effort
claim that Hussein is a
madman, that his actions are an
atrocity to mankind and, now
with the oil spill, nature. But,
in actuality, Hussein, at a
desperate
disadvantage
militarily, is merely recreating
the most natural of forces,
entropy.
Those who are
against the war claim, among
other things, that the U.S. is
attempting to impose its own
values upon the Arab nations,
that the U.S. people, including
government
officials,
are
turning a blind eye to the
potential consequences of their
acts and going blithely on their
way. Yet an imposition of law
and a relentless grasp on ritual
are the instinctive responses to
chaos. And voices from both
sides condemn the press for
making
the
situation
a
spectacle, for making too much
public. But in this as in all
struggles, knowledge is the
greatest defense.
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OH .SHENANDOAH
by Eric Branscom
At the beginrung ot the
last school year, I knew next to
nothing about legal aid. This
past summer, however, I was
fortunate enough to gain fusthand knowledge of the legal
aid program. Thanks to the
PSF program, I was able to
accept a position at Blue ridge
Legal Services (BRLS) in
Harrisonburg, Virginia. BRLS
serves an area of five counties
and
four
Clues
in
the
Shenandoah Valley. The office
itself is rather small considering
the number of clients and the
amount of work done.
The
main office in HarrisonburK
consists of three full-time
attorneys, two paralegals and a
support staff. The Winchester
one
full-time
office
has
attorney, and one part-time
attorney. These offices handle
a wide variety of cases:
domestic
disputes,
landlord/tenant problems, and
public benefits, just to name a
few.
BRLS is more than
just a law office for the poor.
The staff is actively engaged in ·
coordinating and expanding
pro-bono
policies
in
the
Shenandoah Valley. The office
also has close connections to
other service agencies for the
elderly and the poor and is able
to offer integrated services to
its clients. This is particularly
valuable to the elderly and the
handicapped.
For every attorney in
the Shenandoah Valley, there
are over four thousand people
living near or below . the
poverty line. With this kind of
ratio, the staff at BRLS stays
very busy. The clients range

trom the elderly to migrant
workers and from immigrants
to the unemployed. To handle
this type of diverse clientele,
the staff needs a comprehensive
working knowledge of the law
and a great deal of patience
and commitment. There is no
shortage of these qualities at
BRLS. I found the attorneys
to be very sharp and dedicated
to their work. Although they
tend to divide up the cases
depending on the subject
matter, the entire staff discusses
each case and exchanges ideas
freely.
Because BRLS has
only limited funding, they were
unable to pay me for my time.
However, the scholarship I
received from
the Public
Service Fund enabled me the
opportunity to work at the
office full-time for more than
ten
weeks and
to gain
invaluable experience.
The
attorneys were great to work
with and gave me a great deal
of responsibility.
Over the
course of the summer, I was
involved in- more than tlllrty '
cases, and in almost a third of
those, I did most of the
research and preparation. The
most interesting part of job was
interviewing
the
clients.
Although most of these people
were having great difficulties,
they were very pleasant and
appreciati ve.
For anyone who is
interested in public service
work or in getting a great deal
of hands-on experience, I
highly recommend working
with a legal aid office.

Eric Branscom (2 L)
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WOMEN'S HISTORY
1.
Mary
W ollstonecraft.
(Her
daughter was Mary WoUstonecraft SheUey,
author of Frankenstein.
2.
Sarah and Angelina Grimke.
3.
Susan B. Anthony.
4.
Sojourner Truth.
5.
The nineteenth amendment, giving
women the right to vote, was passed in
1920.
6.
Phyllis Wheatley.
7.
Mrs. Catherine Littlefield Greene.
'8.
Esther McQuigg Morris was the fust
woman judge in the U.S .
Ms: Morris
was instrumental in the drafting and
passage of the 1869 Women's Suffrage
Bill. Wyoming was the first place in the
world to award women equal suffrage.
Following her involvement in these events,
Ms. Morris was hired as justice of the
peace in South Pass City, Wyoming.
9.
Lemma Barkaloo was the first female
law student in the U.S.
She was admitted
to Washington University Law School in
1869. Ms. Barkaloo never completed law
school. Instead she chose to take, and
passed, the Missouri bar after one year ·of
legal study. Both Harvard and Columbia
law schools rejected her admission
applications.

10.
Lyda Burton Conley was the first
lawyer
Native American woman
in the United States. Ms. Conley studied
the law while camped out on her ancestral
burial grounds in order to prevent the land
from
being
used
for
commercial
development.
11 .
Charlotte Ray was the first woman
graduate at
Howard Law
School.
Following graduation Ms. Ray passed the
D.C. Bar and was admitted to practice in
1872. She was the first woman lawyer in
D.C. and the first Black woman lawyer in
the United States.
12. Sandra Day O'Connor, who went on
to become the first woman
appointed to the U.S. Supreme Court in
1981, graduated with honors from Stanford
Law School. Following graduation, one
California law firm offered her a job- as a
stenographer.

ANSWERS
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THE FINAL FOUR
FORECAST
by Mychal Schulz
The college football
season is mercifully over,
which means that college
basketball occupies center stage.
The . road to the final four is
well underway , with legitimate
contenders, pitiful pretenders,
and one king to ensure that the
title stays in Las Vegas.
Nevada-Las Vegas Simply put: the best. Nobody
in the country can touch them.
Stacey Augmon, a potential
first round draft pick, may be
the fourth best player on the
floor when UNL V plays.
Though much of the country
anticipates the UNL V-Arkansas
matchup on February 9, the
result will show that a UNL V
Hunt-Anthony backcourt will
beat an Arkansas Mayberry-Day
backcourt nine times out of ten.
As far as I can tell, there is no
truth that UNL V will simply be
drafted en masse and become
an NBA expansion team, but
they'd probabl y win more than
Sacramento.
Arkansas - Clearly the
best of the rest. Todd Day and
Lee Mayberry form probably
the second best backcourt in
the country. The front court is
strong, big and experienced, as
is the bench. This team can
beat anybody anywhere, but not
UNL V
anywhere.
The
February 9 game is in
Fayetteville, which means the
Razorbacks will get within
twenty.
Arizona - An enigma,
because the front court is so
talented, yet they keep losing
to
mediocre
teams
like
Washington and California.
Th e
Mills-Williams-Rooks
frontline can compete with
anybody in the country, but the
back court will prevent the
Wildcats from getting to the
top.
Indiana - This is a
typical Bobby . Knight team:
gutsy, intense, play great
defense, and rely on one
explosive scorer.
Freshman
phenom Damon Bailey plays
like an experienced senior,
while Calbert Cheaney can
score in bunches.
And to
think, most of the members of
this team are freshmen and
sophomores. Indiana will make
it to the top, but not this year.
Ohio State - This team
is good. Mark Baker is one of
the quickest point guards in the
country, and Jim Jackson is
Mister Do-it-all.
Though
undefeated at present, they still
have a brutal Big Ten schedule
to endure. The Buckeyes lack
onlv a center, without which
they will not get to the big
party.
Syracuse can't
figure out how they' re so good.
The Orangemen have Billy
Owens, true, but a backcourt
that shoots worse than me, and

a here-I-am , no-I'm -not center
in
LeRon -Ellis.
The
Orangemen will falter in a big
way come tournament time.
North
Carolina
Outside of UNLV, maybe the
most talented team in the
. country, but they 're mostly
freshman and sophomores.
Like Indiana, they'll get to the
top, but not this year.
Duke - One reason
Duke will make ' a run for the
title: Coach K. Every year he
gets the job done, and this
year, with Thomas Hill, Grant
Hill
and
Antonio
Lang
providing
the
athleticism
recently lacking, the Blue
Devils are just that much
better.
Every year a parade of
pretenders get hot sometime
during the year and claim that
they can play with anybody in
the country. This got out of
control when a Virginia Tech
player claimed the Hokies
could make the Final Four, but
then the team promptly lost
four straight to fal l below .500.
Despite marquee players or
gli tzy records, these teams will
venture into the tournament, but
will exit well before the Final
Four.
Georgia Tech - A oneplayer team, but, oh, what a
player he is. Kenny Anderson
is a magICIan. Without him
the Yellow Jackets are a .500
team at best. While he has
carried the team to some pretty
lofty heights, including a
shellacking of Virginia and a
win at North Carolina, one
player won't get you very far
in the tournament. But win or
lose, with Anderson, they're
fun to watch.
Virginia - Anybody
who watched Bryant Stith score
the Cavaliers' last 19 points to
single-handedly beat Notre
Dame knows that he is a
special player. His supporting
cast is experienced and gutsy,
but lacking in the talent that
will get them over the top.
Virginia will make somebody
work to beat them, but the
Cavaliers will be home for the
Final Four.
The fug East - I must
admit that I am not a big fan
of the Big East, so its
gratifying to see so many
pretenders in the league this
year.
Georgetown
has
Mutombo and Mourning, but
freshman everywhere else. St.
John 's has Malik Sealy, a
versatile forward, but not
enough guard play, while
Connecticut
features
the
league 's best guard in Chris
Smith (with apologies to
Providence's Eric Murdock, a
great player on an average
tearn ), but no frontline. The
Big East may very well get
se ven
tea ms
into
the

SPORTS NOTES:
by Jan Brown
Intramurals
For those interested in form ing intramural teams
here are the deadlines for entries.
Floor Hockey
Walleyball Tournament
Swimming Meet
Innertube Water Polo Tournament
Soccer
3 Point Shooting
Softball Tournament
Volleyball
Squash Tournament
Wrestling Meet
Track Meet
Sand Volleyball Doubles
Golf Tournament
Pull-Putt Tournament

this spring,
Jan. 31
Feb. 13
Feb. 20
Feb. 20
Feb. 27
March l3
March l3
March 14
March 20
March 26
April 3
April 10
April 17
April 24

For more information, call the Rec. Center at 221-3314 or 221-3319.

- -- - - - -----------------------What's Happening on the Main Campus
Men's Basketball

The team is now 10-8 overall, posting the most wins in
regular season since 1984-85. Upcoming home games:
James Madison February 2 at 2:00 PM
Wake Forest
February 4 at 7:30 PM
George Mason February 6, at 7:30 PM

Women's Basketball

The Lady Tribe are 5-12 this season. The next home game
for them is February 6 at 5:00 PM against George Mason.

Fencing

The Tribe are 5-0 and will defend their Virginia Cup title
this weekend at Virginia Tech.

Women's Gymnastics

The Lady Tribe are 1-0-1 after taking second in the George
Washington Invitational. The team travels to West Virginia
this weekend.

Men's Gymnastics

With a 0-2 record, the men look toward this weekend with
dual meets with James Madison on Saturday and Radford
on Sunday.

Women's Swimming

The Tribe finish the regular season with a 7-5 record and
now prepare for the CAA Championships which will be
held February 7-9 at UNC-Wilmington.

Men' s Swimming

The men finished with a 6-5 season and are also preparing
for the CAA Championships.

Wrestling

The matmen are 4-6 after upsetting Lehigh this past weekend. Their next home match is on February 10 against
Virginia Tech.

tournament, but none will get
very far.
Kentucky
Please.
The balloon will pop in the
rugged SEC. And speaking of
the SEC, the conference, per
usual, lacks a truly great team
but instead contains the usual
amount of very good teams.
Look for Alabama to be a
dark horse candidate for the

Of course every year
produces the disappointments,
but this year a few have fallen
in a big way.
Notre Dame - AllAmerican
candidate
is
academically
ineligible .
Enough said. This team may
not win as many games as the
football team.
Loyola Marymount Final Four, while LSU will get Wow. Everybody is gone. As
Paul Westhead is finding out
40 points and 30 rebounds
from Shaquille O'Neill, and with the Denver Nuggets, his
system only works if you have
still lose.
better
athletes
than
your
Michigan State - Will
opponents.
the Spartans get their act
James Madison - The
together? When they decide to
play, MSU, led by All- Dukes should clean up the
American Steve Smith, is one Colonial Athletic Conference,
of the top teams in the country. but should have done much
When they don't show up, they better in their non-conference
get beaten at home by a team schedule.
Michigan - It is now
like Indiana by thirty.
that Steve Fisher can
apparent
UCLA - The Bruins
work
with
teams put together
boast one of the nation ' s best
freshman in Shon Tarver and a by other people, but can' t
versatile big man in Don create his own team.
McLean, but the Pauley Pack
Finally,
a
special
find a way to lose in the big
games. A good team, but not award should go to American
The small,
International.
much more.

independent school based in
San Diego declared bankruptcy
last fall. The basketball team
voted to continue the season,
despite having to practice in a
warehouse. The coach hasn't
been
paid
since
before
Christmas. And to top it off,
they 're not very good, as
evidenced by their one win this
season. Yet despite this, the
Gulls sport the country's
leading
scorer
in
Kevin
Bradshaw, who lit up Loyola
Marymount for 71 points, only
to have his team lose by thirty.
Imagine AIU against UNLV for
the title. Beller yet, don't.

If you are interested

in writing about
sports for the. .
A dvocate, contact
Jan Brown,
Sports Editor

